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The dust collection that BNM installed is a Model No DCB-7-CO. I am enclosing the information on the 

machinery. The filter section of the power module removes the dust and clean air is exhausted back into 

the room, up to 99.8% efficiency at 0.5 micron particle size. The information on the dust collection 

modules is 8,960 SCFM per module, since BNM has 2 modules the total airflow is 17,920 and the filters 

are MERV 13. Dust collection has been installed. Dust is collected in collection bins in bottom of 

collection machine and properly disposed of. 

We have installed door sweeps around the big doors in the sandblasting room. 

All the upgrades are complete and in operation as of Monday 11-5-2018. BNM has cleaned up the piles 

of dust and particulate that had accumulated in the plant. If you need pictures of the new collection 

equipment I can send them, also pictures of the cleaned up area. 

We have two employees that are assigned the responsibility to keep the log on all the maintenance 

Break downs and fixing for the sandblasting collection unit. They are Mike Jones and Dan Russell. 

In regards to the paint operation room. Chris Andrews has been our main painter since 2001. He has 

worked with Painters Supply consultants. Pat Ta bit is our territory mgr/and tech rep. Phone 810-516-

3824. ptabit@painterssupply.com Our filters for the paint room come from Chem Quest our rep is Dale 

Mulder Cell# 269-804-9390, main phone 269-795-9877. I am enclosing the information on the red media 

synthetic filter media that we use for the paint room. The tech reps have worked with Chris our painter 

on the maintenance and up keeping on the paint room equipment. The exhaust filters in the paint room 

are changed every other time the paint room is used. 

BNM also was turned in to Clinton County by our business neighbor Casey. Joel Haviland building and 

zoning administrator made a visit and we were cleared of anything that Casey was complaining about. 



Joel found nothing to wright us up on and said this was an industrial area and we are in compliance with 

the building and zoning administration. 

I am sending the information that he left us. I hope this information is satisfactory. If you need anything 

else let me know. 

It would be nice to get this situation taken care of correctly and I assure you that BNM is trying their 

best. 

Thank you, 

Sandra Jones 

BNM Trailer Sales, Inc. 


